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**Form/genre terms**
- Addresses
- Advertisements
- Almanacs
- Anti-slave trade literature
- Atlases
- Auction catalogs
- Baccalaureate addresses
- Bible stories
- Bills
- Books in parts (Publishing)
- Booksellers’ advertisements
- Booksellers’ catalogs
- Broadsides
- Captivity narratives
- Congressional addresses
- Constitutions
- Dedication sermons
- Devotional literature
- Diaries
- Dictionaries
- Directories
- Drawing books
- Emblem books
- Encyclopedias
- Epistolary novels
- Eulogies
- Fables
- Fast day sermons
- Fictitious imprints
- Fourth of July addresses
- Fourth of July sermons
- Funeral addresses
- Funeral sermons
- Games
- Gazetteers
- Gift books
- Gothic novels
- Grammars
- Guidebooks
- Hymns
- Hymnals
- Imaginary voyages
- Installation sermons
- Juvenile Literature
- Laws

Letters Library catalogs
- Libretti
- Liturgical books
- Maps
- Operas
- Parodies
- Playbills
- Plays
- Poems
- Prayer books
- Press figures
- Programs
- Promptbooks
- Prospectuses
- Publisher’s advertisements
- Publisher’s catalogs
- Readers
- Scrapbooks
- Sermons
- Songsters
- Thanksgiving day addresses
- Thanksgiving sermons
- Tracts
- Travel Literature
- Trials
- Type specimens

**Printing and Publishing Terms**
- Cartouches (Printing)
- Aquatints
- Chromolithography
- Composition errors
- Booksellers’ advertisements
- Dummies
- Errata slips (Publishing)
- Hand coloring
- Lithography
- Pagination errors (Printing)
- Paper evidence (Paper)
- Printers’ devices (Publishing)
- Printing privileges (Printing)
- Privately published books (Printing)
- Publishers’ advertisements
- Subscribers’ lists
- Woodcuts
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Provenance Terms
Annotations
Armorial bindings
Association copies
Authors’ copies
Authors’ presentation copies
Bookplates
Booksellers’ labels
Extra-illustrated copies
Genealogical notes
Ink stamps
Inscriptions
Insertions
Labels
Marginalia
Shelf marks
Stamps (Provenance)
Underscoring
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**Binding Terms**
- Armorial bindings
- Binders’ instructions
- Binders’ tickets
- Blind tooled bindings
- Catches (Binding)
- Decorated papers
- Dust jackets
- Embossed cloth bindings
- Fore-edge paintings
- Gold blocked bindings
- Leather bindings
- Linings
- Manuscript waste
- Marbled calf bindings
- Morocco bindings
- Pictorial bindings
- Pictorial cloth bindings
- Printed boards
- Printed waste
- Printed wrappers
- Publishers’ cloth bindings
- Quarter bindings
- Scaleboard (Binding)
- Signed bindings
- Tree calf bindings
- Vellum bindings
- Wooden boards